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Abstract
From the very early age of Medical Science, medical practitioners have been concerned about visualizing and analyzing complex biological data which was not so easy. Today is the era of GWAS (genome-wide association studies), so the quest for understanding the genotype of various complex diseases is rapidly increasing day by day. Recently, high throughput molecular data have provided ample information about the whole genome, and have popularized the computational tools in genomics. Due to the humongous size and high dimensionality of genomic data, it is not possible to analyze it with conventional techniques, so machine learning tends to develop efficient
computational techniques that will raise with experience, for analysis the vast complex data sets. This article give an outline of different
machine learning techniques for examination of the genomics data of diseases and epigenetic, proteomic data.
Keywords: Machine Learning; ANN, KNN, RF, SVM, Genomic; Mutation.

1. Introduction
The field of machine learning is the examination of computational
techniques that will improvise with experience. Machine learning
strategies have been connected to an extensive variety of territories with in genomics and genetics. This survey describes that how
machine learning techniques can be used to in diseases related to
genomic data.
Genomics is a discipline in genetics that relates to the study of the
functional and informational structure encoded in the DNA sequences of living cells. The diploid human genome has twentythree pairs of chromosomes is made out of 20-25 thousand genes;
and haploid set contains evaluated to be 3.2*109 base pairs [1],
which contains huge measure of genomic information. A genome
is known to be an instruction booklet for building of an organism,
and each gene is a like a page in the instruction booklet. The physical medium of genetic information storage [2] are the DNA molecules since 1953 and by year 2000 the human genome is sequenced, assembled and annotated which produced a very large
raw information content [3]. The bigger challenge is to interpret
the function, structure and meaning of genetic information. The
genes that build or which codes for any molecules or protein are
called protein coding genes, whereas noncoding genes have regulatory functions and does not code any protein. The human genome nearly contains 20000 protein coding genes, and 25000 non
coding genes [4]. Some genes are essential for life, some are essential for health, and some can be cut out in their entirety without
apparent harm. In the entire structure of a gene the occurrence of
alternating regions are known as introns and exons. To decide the
limits between the regions we need to discover the examples in the
nucleotide sequence. Many diseases caused by mutation are occurring due to disturbing in the nucleotide patterns.
Sickle cell anemia is a leading genetic disorder in African, Mediterranean, south and Central American, Caribbean and Middle

Eastern regions [5]. A survey states that only 50% of patients having sickle cell anemia survived beyond fifth decade [6].
In figure.1 the single nucleotide change from adenine to thymine
in a normal gene tends to produce an acid called Valine instead of
Glutamic acid that causes the sickle cell disease. Though the Sickle cell disease is well studied and diagnosed by outward symptoms, but genetic testing is necessary for confirmation and
Therapeutic development. This mechanism is more complex in
other genetic diseases.

Fig. 1:

The most common heterogeneous genetic disease are autism, cystic fibrosis, cancer etc. many diseases shows similar symptoms but
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require different treatments [7], like for autism, cancer, it is essential to have genomic data for more detailed diagnosis [8].
Currently the most understood region in genome are protein coding exons. The protein genetic code was confined over 50 years
ago [9]. The mutation caused in coding region of genetic code is
called as coding mutation. Coding mutation generally change in
corresponding amino acid sequence. The disease causing mutaMutation
Point Mutation
1. Missense (Non
Synonymous)
2. Nonsense
3. Synonymous
4. Silent
5. Neutral
Duplication
Deletion
Insertion
Splice mutation
Dynamic mutation

tions are also found outside the protein coding region that is also
called non coding region of genetic code [10].
There is various kind of gene base mutation in human diseases or
disorders. The table.1 shows the various types of mutation and
their corresponding genes.

Table 1: Common Mutation and Related Diseases
Definition
Example (Gene)
Mutation in single base of DNA. It includes change of
pyrimidine (C, T) to pyrimidine (T, C) or trans verA>G, A>T
sion: pyrimidine (T, C) to purine (A, G).
Resulting different amino acid due to change in single
A82P (HSD3B2)
nucleotide.
Due to change in single nucleotide resulting stop coG23X (HBB)
don.
Change in single nucleotide which changes a codon
V153I (GJB2)
into amino acid with similar properties.
It’s a type of Missense, but change in third nucleotide
I69I (GJB2)
of a codon doesn’t change the amino acid.
A change in single nucleotide a neither beneficial nor
harmful.
Segment of DNA breaks off and attached onto the
920dupTCAG
homologous chromosome.
(LDLR)
Segment of chromosome is deleted and loss of gene at
delE120 (GJB2)
that part of segment.
Insertion of a nucleotide pair at some location on
3524insA (FBN1)
DNA.
Change in the splice site of introns and exons.
IVS1+1G>A (GJB2)
Numerous quantities of copies of a sequence are
(CGG)n>200
changed in this mutation amid meiosis division.
(FMR1)

Disease/ condition
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Familial hypercholesterolemia
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Hearing loss
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Fragile X syndrome
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Table 2:
Decade wise Developments in the field of Bioinformatics
1970’s
Sequence databases, similarity matrices, Molecular Evolution. PAM matrices used for protein sequence.
1980’s
Sequence Alignment search (Smith-waterman algorithm), FASTA and BLAST Algorithms.
1990’s
HMM (Hidden Markov Model), Ab inito Protien Structure prediction, Genomics and Comparative Genomics.
2000’s
Human Genome is Sequenced, assembled and annotated, GWAS ( Genome Wide Association studies), Bio image informatics,
High-Throughput technologies, Next generation sequencing, Transcriptome Sequencing, Gene prediction, RNA Secondary Structure Prediction
2010’s
etc.

To know the genotype and phenotype of a disease various tools of
bioinformatics and computational biology have emerged over last
50 years. The decade wise advancement in the field of bioinformatics describe in table 2. Due to this rapid development in bioinformatics field the molecular data increasing very rapidly. The
molecular data basically consist of:
• Gene and protein sequence
• Genome sequence
• Protein structure
• Chemical compounds
The main focus is on inferring properties of molecular data is like
predict the function of a gene and its given sequence, predict the
structure of a protein and predict the boundaries of a gene given in
genome segment. To find out the needful information from this
huge amount of data one has to use computational techniques such
as machine learning rather than traditional bioinformatics techniques. This review incorporates some significant machine learning techniques and their application in genomics. The main application areas of machine learning in medicine or genomics are:
• Disease Identification/Diagnosis
• Drug Discovery/Manufacturing
• Clinical Trial Research
• Radiology and Radiotherapy
• Smart Electronic Health Records
• Epidemic Outbreak Prediction
• Personalized Treatment/Behavioral Modification

1990’s. Machine learning can be characterized as the capacity of
the computing machine to expand its performance based on previous outcomes. The main goal of machine learning is to find and
learn and afterward adapt to the conditions that may change over
the long run and hence enhancing the performance of the machine.
This segment gave a review of various types of learning techniques and furthermore talks about machine learning strategies
and their application in genomics. The survey; it additionally plots
a portion of the real difficulties of applying machine learning
strategies to genomics information pragmatic issues.

2. Machine learning in genomic data

Random forest [19] is an ensemble classifier using many decision
tree models. Due to its popularity as an ensemble learning method
RF has very vast application in machine learning and data mining.
The ensemble models combine the results from different models.

The field of Machine learning came out from the artificial intelligence community. Machine learning becomes very popular in late

2.1. Supervised and unsupervised learning
Machine learning strategies usually falls into two classes: supervised and unsupervised techniques. Supervised methods are
trained the model on labelled datasets, so it can predict the outcome of out-of –sample data, whereas the unsupervised methods
finds patterns, structure and grouping in a datasets without labels.
There is learning between supervised and unsupervised learning
called as semi supervised learning, which utilizes a little measure
of labelled information with huge unlabelled information.
The popular machine learning techniques used in genomic data are
RF (Random Forest), SVM (support vector machine), GA (genetic
algorithm), K means clustering, ANN (artificial neural network)
etc.

2.2. Random forest
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RF is a tree based nonparametric ensemble approach that consolidates the thoughts of versatile closest neighbor with bagging for
valuable information versatile deduction. RF grows heaps of decision trees in light of random determination of information and
random choice of variables; it also provides the class of dependent
variables based on many trees.
RF is additionally used to distinguish and rank factors by exploiting factors essential measures. Such properties of RF make it a
convenient tool for genomic data analysis. In genomic data analysis predication is a primary goal. For example, one needs to foresee diseases status, for example, cancer sub types utilizing genetic
markers. RF is a suitable technique and has been for the most part
used to predict clinical outcomes under various high throughput
genomic stages. Chen et al. [20] used Random Forest to propose a
pathway based predictors other than of each gene for cancer survival prediction. The method had performed well in both predication accuracy and interpretations. Random forest also successfully
apply to predict the binding sites of DNAs [21], RNA-protein [22],
and predict sites of protein-protein interactions [23]. It also usefully applied in building models for predicting drug responses for
tumor cell lines [24].
Presently day's cutting edge genome-wide association (GWA)
examines indicates us disease association with regular genetic
varieties utilizing a thousands of SNPs across the human genome.
Li –chung chung [25] used random forest for building a risk model for bipolar disorder form GWA data. The RF approach shows a
significant performance in selecting the informative markers from
huge GWA data. Shi et al. [26] fruitfully used RF for cancer class
discovery based on immunohistochemical tumor marker expression.
The RF has proven to be a powerful and effective statistical learning tool for complex and high dimensional genomic data; yet it
has possessed some disadvantages such as:
• RF is still not fully understood in non-standard small sample
size and large feature space.
• RF is quite slow to create predictions once trained.
• Random forests have been seen to over fit for some datasets
with noisy classification/regression tasks.

2.3. Support vector machine
SVM is a supervised machine learning technique developed by
Vapnik and Cortes [27]. The primary objective of support vector
machine is to locate the optimal and isolate the hyper plane which
augments the margin of the training data. Margin is the maximum
distance of the hyper plane to the closest data points from both
classes and vectors that are that are nearest to this hyper plane
called support vectors. The main goal is to minimize the classification error and maximize the margin.
SVM centre on identifying a linear separator to partition data
points of two classes that is the reason SVM called as a nonprobabilistic binary linear classifier. In contrast with other machine learning techniques SVM is capable at perceiving unpretentious patterns in complex data sets [28], because of this advantage
SVM is highly used technique for genomic data and other complex computational biological problems. Shen [29] used a model
selection method using SVM, and proposed a two stage technique
to detect diseases associated SNP interactions. The SVM has been
used in cancer classification after the availability of high throughput microarray gene expression data in early 2000’s. Waddell et al.
[30] used support vector machine for studying the special case of
multiple myeloma, a tumour of antibody discharging plasma cell
that develop and grows in the bone marrow. In a study Moler et al.
[31] used support vector machine in classification of the tissues of
colon cancer using the selected features. They used a collection of
20 normal colon tissue and 40 colon cancer tumours. Chen et al.
[32] developed a netSVM (Network compelled support vector
machine for amending biologically organize biomarkers utilizing
cooperation of gene expression data and protein –protein interaction data).
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SVM is most widely used technique to identify mutation which is
specific to cancer. The classifier were trained to predict whether
the mutation occur across complete genome [33] or as in specific
class of proteins. The method shows huge accurate predictions
base on cross validation. Bari et al. [34] develops a support vector
machine model to reveal another class of tumour-related genes
that are neither mutated or nor differentially expressed. Though
SVM is widely used in computation of genomic data but it has
some disadvantages also such as:
• SVM is slow to train, especially if the input data sets have a
large number of features.
• The results and inner working of SVM is also difficult to
understand because of the model which is based on complex
mathematical system.

2.4. Artificial neural networks
ANN consider as most simplified model of biological network
structure [35]. The main advantage of ANN is that it does not need
any mathematical model. The learning procedure of ANN enlightens the interconnections between the processing components
which constitute the network topology. ANN organized into various layers, with each layer consists number of respective neurons
which constitute that layer. The number of hidden layer and neurons in each layer always depend on complexity of problem. The
feed forward and back propagation are most common in artificial
neural network.
The primary target of neural network is to build a model that accurately maps the quantity of inputs to their individual outputs using
information with the objective that the model can be used to create
the output when the desired output is unknown. Due to its ability
to cope up with noisy, non-linear and high dimensional datasets,
ANN used in many areas of computational biology and medicine.
The first major application using ANNs for these complex data
sets was perhaps by the seminal paper of Khan et al.[36]. In another study Catalogna et al. [37] use ANN for analysis of urine
and blood samples of diabetic patients. Narayanan et al. [38] use
ANN to analyze gene expression datasets of patients diagnosed
with multiple myeloma and normal bone marrow cases and find
that genes that were reliably positive or negatively expressed
could be recognized from huge datasets. In another study ANN is
used by karabulut et al. [39] for the early diagnosis of coronary
artery Diseases (CAD). Though use ANN is very common in genomics data but it also possesses some disadvantages such as:
• ANN is unable to perform better on non- linear data.
• Artificial Neural network models are inclined to over fitting.

2.5. K- Nearest neighbours
KNN is an unsupervised machine learning algorithm and also very
simple classification and regression algorithm. In KNN the classification case new information focuses get classified specifically
class and in regression, new information gets labelled tie on average value of k nearest neighbour. KNN also called as, example
based reasoning, lazy learning or memory based reasoning. The
default method of measuring distance in KNN is Euclidean distance. KNN has huge application in genomic data as listed below
in table 3, but it also have some limitations such as:
•
KNN use lot of space when training set is large.
•
KNN is also a lazy learner.
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Table 3: Machine Learning in Diseases

Machine Learning technique

Disease

ANN

Cardiac
arrest

Predict Cardiac arrest risks

K-NN

Heart diseases

To check weather patients at high risk of
having heart disease

SVM

Diabetes

To foresee patients at high danger of diabetes

ANN
ANN
SVM
ANN
K-NN
SVM

Scope

Datasets
http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/ datasets/Heart+Disease,
UCI Machine Learning Repository
http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/
datasets/Heart + Disease, UCI Machine Learning
Repository
Pima Indian Diabetes Dataset

Liver tumor

Predict liver tumor

Hepatitis

Recognize whether if patients persisting
hepatitis are expected to be alive or not

Database of National Health Insurance Research
Taiwan
UCI Machine Learning
Repository

examine of Breast cancer

Breast Cancer Wisconsin

Breast Cancer
Hepatitis
type C
Breast tumor
Breast Tumor

examine of hepatitis C virus
To distinguish as normal or abnormal

UCI Machine Learning
Repository
IRMA
MIAS

References
[40]
[41]
[42]
[43]
[44]
[45]
[46]
[47]

Select the markers for tumor

Digital Database for Screening Mammography

[48]
[49]

K-NN

Leukemia

Analysis of microarray data

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
gds/, National Center of
Biotechnology Information

RF

Colon cancer

Identify colon cancer

(HCT-116 colon cancer) TCF7L2 dataset

[50]

Breast tumor

To distinguish between normal and micro
calcifications and then between benign &
alignant

MIAS

[51]

Selecting gene responsible for tumor

tumor dataset Chung-Shan Medical University Hospital

[52]

Finding kidney tumor

HEK293 (embryonic kidney cells) TCF7L2 dataset

[53]

ANN
SVM
RF

Breast Cancer
Kidney
tumor

ANN

Ovarian
cancer

Diagnosis of ovarian tumor

RF

liver cancer

Identify liver tumor

K-NN

(SRBCT)

Locate a small set of most noteworthy instructive genes to characterize cancer

.
Asp, FDA-NCI Clinical Proteomics
Program Databank
HepG2 (liver cancer cells) TCF7L2 dataset
www.broadinstitute.
org/cgibin/cancer/publications/
pub_paper.cgi?mode%20=%
20view&paper_id=43

Table 4: Some Popular Genomics Datasets
Types of Data
Source
Genotype: SNP arrays , Exome and whole-genome sequencing
Genotype Tissue
Transcriptome: RNA-seq
Expression (GTEx)
Phenotype: comprehensive profiles of subjects
Genotype: exome sequencing
Transcriptome: m/miRNA microarray
NCI-60 (National Cancer Institute Anticancer
Phenotype :cancer cell lines( drug tested)
drug screen )
Proteome: SWATH profiles
Genotype: whole genome for subset of cell lines
Transcriptome: RNA-seq
Encyclopedia of DNA Elements(ENCODE)
Epigenome: CHIP-seq, DNASE ,5C
Genotype: cancer whole – genomes
International Cancer Genome ConsortiPhenotype: pathology reports
um(ICGC)
Genotype: cancer whole genome and exome sequencing
Transcriptome: RNA –seq (m/miRNA)
Phenotype: pathlogy reports( baseline and drug-tested)
TCGA (The Cancer Genome Atlas),
Proteome: expression levels of signalong pathways( reverse- phase protein arrays) some
TCPA (The Cancer Proteome Atlas)
samples matched with TCGA
Epigenome: methylation
Genotype: whole genome sequencing , high quality variant calls
Transcriptome: RNA-seq for a large fraction of cell lines
The 1000 Genomes Project
Phenotype: different populations, trios( parents and offsprings)
Genotype: whole genome ( a subset of cell lines)
Transcriptome: RNA-seq & smRNA-seq
NIH Roadmap Epigenomics Project
Phenotype:tens of cell lines and ex vivo differentiated cells
Epigenome: comprehensive chIP - seq
Genotype: SNP arrays
Genetic Investigation of Anthropometric Traits
Phenotype: body size and measure of obesity
(GIANT)

3. Discussion and conclusion
Today one of the most challenging problems in bioinformatics or
computational biology is to analyze the tremendous volume of
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information. Machine learning has been important tool to analyze
both small scale and large scale information. The machine learning techniques provide a robust, computationally efficient assumption for several computational biological problems that are difficult to solve out by traditional techniques. This review discussed
the general philosophy for the utilization of machine learning
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techniques in genomic data of various diseases. The review introduces some most useful techniques of machine learning such as
SVM, RF, ANN, KNN etc. and shows their application in genomic data of diseases. Moreover despite the common use of machine learning in genomic data, it possesses many limitations such
as in terms performing slow on massive data using big platforms;
also over fitting is an also common mistake in ML techniques. So
for the future perspectives the machine learning techniques combines with techniques such as Metaheuristics methods both single
solution and population based like as swarm intelligence, tabu
search, genetic algorithm etc. to find the optimum results in genomic data for various diseases.
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